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C O M P A N Y  O V E R V I E W
For more than 40 years the alive brand has been synonymous with natural health and wellness, editorial  

integrity, and the empowerment of alive readers to make healthy, natural, and sustainable lifestyle choices.

alive magazine [ PAGE 4-10 ]

Publishes the latest natural health information;  
alive is purchased and distributed monthly  
by natural health retailers to enhance their  
customers’ natural health knowledge.

thrive [ PAGE 11 ]

Presents retailers with information on  
major editorial and advertising features  
in the upcoming issue of alive magazine.

alive.com [ PAGE 12-13 ] 
Showcases original award-winning content  
from alive magazine, additional rich media,  
and a vibrant online community of people  
interested in natural health.

alive@work [ PAGE 14-15 ]

Engages Corporate Wellness clients and  
their staff, thoughout North America  
and beyond, with helpful lifestyle information.

alive eNewsletter [ PAGE 16 ] 
Features current editorial topics, top  
trends, tips, and product features. Ideal  
for contest promotions, new product  
launches, and brand announcements. 

alive Studios [ PAGE 18 ]

Brings your company to life, creating visual impact  
and engagement to your business, your products,  
and your services in our exciting boutique video 
production facility.

alive Academy [ PAGE 19 ] 
Educates retail store staff, health care  
practitioners, and other members of the community 
about natural health and wellness with numerous  
certificate and diploma options available.

alive Research [ PAGE 19 ]

Employs top national market researchers  
to produce exclusive insight into the future  
of natural health and the natural buying  
patterns of shoppers across the country.

alive Listens [ PAGE 20 ]

Engages readers in a state-of-the art online  
research portal to produce in-depth results  
that allow us to foresee trends, challenges,  
and opportunities to stay ahead of the curve.

alive Awards [ PAGE 21 ]

Promotes and recognizes outstanding product  
innovation while enhancing the credibility of  
natural health products.

alive Executive Summit [ PAGE 21 ]

Brings together senior executives and thought 
leaders to envision the future of natural health.

sage [ PAGE 22 ]

Introduces all things natural, healthy, and  
sustainable. Found in the natural values  
section of supermarket giant Loblaw, sage 
brings natural living ideas to a mass audience.

alive USA [ PAGE 23 ]

Publishes next-level health, fitness, and  
food articles geared to the eco-consious  
consumer, distributed quarterly by health  
food retailers throughout the US.

facebook.com/alive.health.wellness

@aliveHealth

@alivehealth | #alivemagazine

alive magazine

follow us.

apg.alive.com
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 Source: Navigating 
Natural Health  
in Canada. 
- alive & Ipsos Reid

           buy organic 
groceries, spending 
23% of their weekly 
grocery budget on 
organics

58%            of Canadians 
currently have  
a medical condition

89%            of 
Canadians use  
natural health 
products

84%            will pay more  
for good food for  
themselves and  
their family

64%

Opportunity.

ww
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alive magazine

Unique.
Unlike free or regular newsstand magazines,  
natural health retailers purchase alive magazine 
and use it as an integral part of their sales,  
marketing, and customer service programs.  
Retailers have a strong sense of ownership  
and investment in alive. Many make inventory  
and purchasing decisions based on brands  
that advertise in alive.

>  CIRCULATION 
 185,000 copies

>  FREQUENCY 
monthly

>  LOCATIONS 
800+ retail points across Canada

>  READERSHIP 
3.4 readers per copy

ISSUE 406  I  AUGUST 2016 HEALTH  I  LIFESTYLE  I  FOOD

FORAGING AND FEASTING WITH CHEF WHITTAKER
HERB-INFUSED SUMMER DESSERTS

HOW TO TRAVEL WITH YOUR PET
FUEL YOUR WORKOUT LIKE AN OLYMPIAN
ENJOY THE SAVOURY SIDE OF PEACHES

Explore
Go

Endless
DVEN URETA
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Keep pace with 
your probiotic 
demands!

Same superior probiotics, 
now in boxes!

Now is a great time to look after your health, and with New Roots Herbal, we’ve got you covered. Our 
probiotics give you a multitude of choice for health benefits, such as helping boost your immune system; 
preventing disease, constipation, diarrhea, and more; while maximizing nutrient absorption for better health.

Our family of probiotics all feature an advanced PH5D enteric coating protection to ensure they make it 
past the stomach acids to where they can bring the maximum benefits. Our in-house laboratory staff has 
been trained on how to produce and test the products—prior to encapsulation and after the enteric coating 
process—so that you get a full potency product which is guarranteed to keep its potency up to the expiry.

Find the right one for you:
ProbioticsUrgency — Important after taking antibiotics. 
50 billion live cells for fast results. Take at the very first 
sign of cold/flu. 4 human, 1 plant, and 5 dairy strains.

Travelers’Probiotic — Protects against travelers’ diarrhea. 
21 billion CFU with 4 human, 2 plant, and 6 dairy strains.

ProbioticIntensity — 20 billion CFU advanced formula 
of 18 total strains with 11 human, 1 plant, and 6 dairy 
strains, plus colostrum for maximum beneficial effects.

ProbioticsRecovery — Potent formula of 
120 billion CFU with 12 human, 6 dairy, and 2 plant 
strains to repopulate intestinal flora.

AcidophilusUltra — Daily care to support intestinal and 
gastrointestinal health. 11 billion CFU with 4 human, 
1 plant, and 6 dairy strains.

IBSUrgency — Relieves irritable bowel syndrome 
symptoms such as bloating, diarrhea, and constipation. 
10 billion CFU from 2 human, 1 plant, and 2 dairy strains.

•  Our ISO 17025 accredited laboratory has 15 scientists: 
3 PhDs, 4 MScs, and 8 BScs

• All our products are non-GMO

Prevent ion & Cure® since 1985

Alive 2016-08 Probiotics FP.indd   1 2016-06-14   14:46:37

001 alive 406 cover final.indd   1 6/30/16   2:17 PM

KEY FACTS
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Those interested in alive …
>   are predominantly female,  

from 30 to 55 years of age

>    have household incomes of $100,000
>   are from households with  

3 or more individuals

>   77% are post-secondary educated

Credible content =  
consumer trust
Research shows alive readers have a  
high level of engagement in alive’s  
content, which has a strong impact  
on the brands they purchase.

alive readers …
>   refer to the average issue  

3 times, enhancing exposure  
to advertising messages

>   invest approximately 50 minutes  
in the average issue

>   78% make purchases based on  
what they read in alive

>   84% have a positive attitude toward  
companies advertising in alive

Influential.

HEALTH

fitness
At-home boxing workout

I  Nicole Palacios, BSc

BOXING FOR FITNESS IS NOT ONLY A GREAT WORKOUT, IT’S ALSO A LOT OF FUN. 

THERE’S NO NEED TO STEP INTO A BOXING GYM TO GET A GREAT SWEAT GOING;  

YOUR OWN LIVING ROOM OR BACKYARD WILL SUFFICE. THIS AT-HOME BOXING 

WORKOUT CAN BE DONE WITH VERY LITTLE EQUIPMENT. SO LET’S GET STARTED!

Twist
1 minute
 > Stand with feet hip-width 
apart and hands by your face, 
making two fists. 

 > Engage your core and twist 
from side to side, keeping 
your feet planted into the 
floor and twisting from  
your waist. 

Twist with Punch 
1 minute
 > Adopt the same stance  
as for the Twist. 

 > Instead of keeping your 
hands by your face, punch 
your arms out in front of you 
and cross your body.

Boxer’s Skip
1 minute
 > Stand with feet hip-width 
apart, arms by your side. 

 > Imagine you’re holding a 
jump rope (or if you have one, 
use it). Skip from side to side 
(like a slalom skier) as you 
jump rope.

lifestyle

84  NOVEMBER 2015

Featherweight 

Side to Side Lunge
30 seconds
 > Stand with feet as wide apart as 
possible, toes facing forward. 

 > Reach one arm to your opposite 
foot—trying to touch your foot. 

 > Bend the knee on the side you’re 
reaching toward. 

Arm Circles Forward 
30 seconds
 > Stand with feet together, arms  
out to your sides and parallel  
to the ground. 

 > Make large circles forward.

Arm Circles Backward
30 seconds
 > Stand with feet together,  
arms out to your sides and 
parallel to the ground. 

 > Make large circles backward. 

REAR LUNGE
30 seconds
 > Standing with both feet  
together, reach one leg  
behind you and bend your  
knee toward the ground. 

 > Step back, and then  
reverse your legs. 

 > Reach arms over your  
head as you bend down. 

5 minutes
Go through each 
exercise once. 

alive.com   85

Warm-up

>>
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Each month alive delivers content that is fresh, innovative, and accessible. Trusted as the go-to resource for making 
healthy, natural, and sustainable lifestyle choices, alive articles explain otherwise complicated natural health and  
wellness topics in an easy-to-understand way. Readers enjoy actionable information designed to help improve their lives.

 + FOCUS: fitness nutrition
ON DISPLAY: fitness nutrition products
The New Year is the perfect time to set personal 
health goals. alive guides readers to eat healthy, 
supplement properly, and kick-start their exercise  
routines to make overall health the number one 
priority in 2016.

 + FOCUS: cancer
ON DISPLAY: immune-boosting products
With a focus on cancer this month, alive provides 
readers with the information they need to combat  
this disease. From food to supplements to positive  
attitude, we offer the latest prevention tools and 
management strategies.

 + FOCUS: heart health
ON DISPLAY: heart health products
This month we focus on loving our hearts.  
alive provides readers with the latest information 
on heart-healthy foods and supplements,  
exercises, and relationship tips to ensure  
a healthy heart in every way.

 + FOCUS: men’s health
ON DISPLAY: men’s health products
Men are known for avoiding the health issues they 
face, but this month alive tackles men’s health 
head-on. We provide men—and the women in  
their lives—with tips and simple strategies for 
maintaining their best health.

 + FOCUS: alternative medicine
ON DISPLAY: natural food & drink
alive explores alternative medicine—its  
practitioners, procedures, and benefits— 
to provide our readers with well-researched  
information on a variety of health options  
from acupuncture to Zen meditation.
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 + FOCUS: detox
ON DISPLAY: detox & cleansing products
Modern life comes with a host of unavoidable  
contaminants in the air, water, and soil. This 
month alive offers advice for detoxifying and 
cleansing our readers’ bodies—inside and out.

Calendar.
alive magazine
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 + FOCUS: women’s health
ON DISPLAY: women’s products
Women usually look after everyone else’s health. 
This month, alive focuses on women’s health and  
wellness, providing the latest research, supplement  
news, and exercise strategies women need  
to stay healthy throughout their lives.

 + FOCUS: longevity
ON DISPLAY: antiaging products
As fall leads to winter, alive focuses on healthy  
aging. Fitness strategies, whole food recipes,  
and the latest information on longevity and 
immune-boosting supplements enhance our  
readers’ health and quality of life.

 + FOCUS: de-stressing
ON DISPLAY: multivitamins & minerals
Our readers lead increasingly busy lives, with 
stress as a constant companion. We look at  
how herbs and supplements can play a role  
in helping them thrive.

 + FOCUS: supplement backup
ON DISPLAY: herbs & supplements
Along with an active lifestyle and whole food  
diet, readers want to know about the healing  
properties of herbs and supplements. alive  
provides a look at tried-and-true—as  
well as new—products on the market.

 + FOCUS: children’s health
ON DISPLAY: children’s products
It’s back-to-school time. This month alive focuses  
on food, fitness, and strategies to keep kids healthy.  
We help parents ensure their kids get active and 
stay active to create a strong foundation for 
healthy living.

 + FOCUS: colds & flu
ON DISPLAY: cold & flu products
As the year draws to a close and we’re all 
firmly in the grip of winter, we’re reviewing 
cold and flu strategies to keep our readers’ 
seasons bright.
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Advertising rates.
INSIDE POSITION 1x 3x 6x 12x
Double page spread $18,220 $17,590 $17,010 $15,750
1 + 1/3 page spread $15,460 $14,330 $13,810 $12,700
1 page $9,975 $9,240 $8,980 $8,770
1/2 page horizontal/vertical $6,510 $6,410 $6,300 $5,880
1/3 page vertical $5,350 $5,150 $5,140 $4,920

COVER POSITION 
Inside front/back cover $12,710 $12,340 $12,020 $11,810
Outside back cover $14,020 $13,650 n/a n/a

SHOWCASE POSITION 
1/4 page $2,730 $2,420 $2,310 $2,200
1/8 page $1,470 $1,420 $1,360 $1,310

MARKETPLACE POSITION 
Single $890 $840 $790 $730
Double $1,790 $1,680 $1,580 $1,420 

IN STORE - limited spaces available 
Includes image and 40 words of text $2,730

Guaranteed positioning is for consecutive pages, specific spot in magazine,  
first half of magazine, right/left hand side.

Add 10% for guaranteed page positioning. Prices in Canadian dollars.

There are many options for custom campaigns including, but not  
limited to, bind-ins, sampling, tip-ons, blow-ins, special ad sections, etc.

Ask your account executive for details or  
email advertise@alive.com for more information.

SHOWCASE
1/4
3.438 x 4.813

1/8
3.438 x 2.313

MARKETPLACE
Single

3.438 x 1.813
Double vertical

3.438 x 3.813
Double horizontal

7 x 1.813

FULL PAGE
8.125 x 10.75 trimmed
8.625 x 11.25 bleed
7.125 x 10.25 live area

DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD
16.25 x 10.75 trimmed
16.75 x 11.25 bleed
15.75 x 10.25 live area
(allow 0.5 inch from the spine on each page)

1 + 1/3 PAGE SPREAD
8.125 x 10.75 + 2.75 x 10.75 trimmed
16.75 x 11.25 bleed
15.75 x 10.25 live area

1/2 PAGE HORIZONTAL
8.125 x 5.313 trimmed
8.875 x 5.563 bleed
7.125 x 5.063 live area

1/3 PAGE VERTICAL*
2.75 x 10.75 trimmed
3.25 x 11.25 bleed
2.5 x 10.25 live area

1/2 PAGE VERTICAL*
3.979 x 10.75 trimmed
4.479 x 11.25 bleed
3.729 x 10.25 live area

*  As page placement is 
not guaranteed, please 
include bleed for both 
right and left pages.

Specs.
alive magazine
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>   preferred file format:  
press-ready PDFs, Illustrator, and InDesign

>    also accepted: 300 dpi EPS, PSD, and TIFF files

>    not accepted: PageMaker, FrameMaker,  
Corel Draw, and Microsoft Publisher

>    ad must match size of one of the  
boxes shown above

>   label emails with ad name, publication month, 
and company name 

>    include all fonts, logos, and graphic files

>   convert all RGB and Pantone spot colours  
to CMYK, and convert all fonts to outlines

>   ads must be approved by alive prior  
to publication for content and design

Ads accepted via email at art@alive.com (less than 10MB),  
or on alive’s FTP site.

ftp.alive.com
username: alivemag
password: aliveart

Pricing and Payment
> Pricing is subject to change without notice.

>  Prepayment is required for all first-time advertisers.  
Ads will not be placed until payment is received.

>  Production charges for additional artwork are billed  
at $100 per hour.

Advertising in alive supports health food store sales.
We regret that advertisements for multi-level marketing and direct marketers  
cannot be accepted. Likewise, website advertisements offering supplements, vitamins, 
or other products not available in health food stores cannot be accepted. Advertisements 
for therapeutic treatments are limited to licensed, scientifically proven methods  
(e.g., registered massage therapist, chiropractor, naturopathic physician, etc.).

Products must be:
+ all natural and/or organic
+ available for sale in natural health stores in Canada

alive reserves the right to approve all advertising.

Sending ads.
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ISSUE      AD RESERVATION         DATE MATERIAL DUE

January      October 19, 2016         November 2, 2016

February      November 18, 2016         December 1, 2016

March      December 22, 2016         January 5, 2017

April      January 20, 2017         February 2, 2017

May      February 20, 2017         March 3, 2017

June      March 23, 2017         April 5, 2017

July      April 21, 2017         May 4, 2017

August      May 19, 2017         June 2, 2017

September      June 23, 2017         July 7, 2017

October      July 21, 2017         August 3, 2017

November      August 23, 2017         September 6, 2017

December      September 22, 2017         October 5, 2017

alive.com   55

THE BENEFITS OF

Balance your workout  

with outdoor training 

Michael Foston, ASc, BCRPA PT

photos Scott Yavis

Now that summer is here, there’s no better 

way to improve your fitness than to exercise 

in the great outdoors. Whether you’re trail 

running, hiking, kayaking, or mountain  

biking, just getting outside and interacting 

with nature will leave you feeling refreshed, 

re-energized, and focused.

NATURE NURTURES US

Connecting with nature is paramount to our overall 

health and well-being. In fact, based on recent studies 

that show we possess an inherent attraction toward 

nature, city planners are now putting more emphasis on 

creating functional green spaces. 

Researchers hypothesize that, because our hunter-

gatherer ancestors existed for thousands of years in 

outdoor environments, we present-day humans share an 

innate affiliation with nature.

The problem is that we now spend less time outdoors 

interacting with the natural world even though our  

brains are hardwired for it. Outdoor workouts allow  

us to reconnect with nature while providing  

numerous benefits. 

BENEFITS OF OUTDOOR EXERCISE

Stress reduction and improved mindset

Green exercise refers to physical activity that takes place 

outdoors in natural environments. Studies have shown 

that it contributes to decreased tension, confusion, and 

anger. Even looking at green space can decrease the 

stress-related hormones cortisol and adrenalin.

Exposure to natural sunlight combined with physical 

activity is thought to increase serotonin levels in our 

bodies, which can improve feelings of well-being and 

happiness. Serotonin is a mood-enhancing chemical, 

and a deficiency has been linked to depression, anxiety, 

fatigue, and impaired cognitive function.

As our world becomes busier, we typically experience 

more stress and have less time available for physical 

activity. In 2013, Canadians aged 15 and older described 

most of their days as being “extremely stressful.” 

Dedicating time each week to exercising outdoors will 

alleviate stress on busy days and actually improve 

mental well-being and self-esteem, and may even help 

fight depression.

English scientists reported that just five minutes of 

green exercise resulted in improvements in self-esteem 

and mood.

Richard Louv, author of Last Child in the Woods 

(Algonquin Books, 2008), coined the term “nature-deficit 

disorder.” He believes human beings spend less time 

in nature, which contributes to increased behavioural 

problems, especially among children. 

In fact, Statistics Canada has shown that activity 

levels among children have steadily declined in recent 

years. Outdoor physical activity may help to correct 

these issues and dissolve unwanted stress.

Improved mental focus and  

commitment to exercise

The environment constantly changes when we exercise 

outdoors; weather, temperature, and terrain are all  

factors out of our control. Our minds require a great  

deal of mental focus to adjust to these subtle changes. 

As a result, we receive a temporary break from daily 

stressors, which can improve our ability to focus on  

day-to-day tasks.

Studies reveal that those who incorporate outdoor 

exercise into their fitness regimen have better adherence 

to their exercise programs. The sights, sounds, and 

varying terrain associated with outdoor training cannot 

be replicated in a gym. 

Natural landscapes simply provide us with more 

interesting things to view. The visual distraction 

decreases our rate of perceived exertion allowing us to 

train harder and for longer periods of time. Completing 

a long and challenging hike, trail run, or bike ride has an 

addictive quality that leaves us craving more! 

Better recovery from structured training

Structured physical activity in the gym is important and 

has a positive impact on our daily performance. Those 

who exercise regularly in a gym know the importance of 

setting goals and adhering to a strict workout regimen. 

Spending too much time indoors (even exercising) 

can become tiring. Outdoor workouts and activities are a 

great supplement and do not need to be strenuous. Low 

intensity exercises such as walking can be a powerful 

tool for recovery from intense, structured gym workouts. 

They increase blood flow to trained muscles and help 

deliver oxygen and nutrients.

lifestyle
On your lunch break, go for a short walk in nature to feel 

rejuvenated and more focused for the remainder of your day. 

54  JUNE 2016
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TAKE A NATURE BREAK

green
exercise 

food

Spice up the dishes of summer 
/  Matthew Kadey, MSc, RD

photos Scott Yavis  I  styling Irene McGuinness

What would the flip-flop wearing, lazy days  
of summer be without basil? Fairly ho-hum,  
if you ask me. Basil’s refreshing aroma  
and distinct flavour make it a cherished  
addition to a wide range of seasonal  
dishes from soups to salads to cocktails. 
But this benevolent herb is so much more than a culinary wizard. Basil’s also packed with plenty of nutritional highlights to help keep you in tip-top shape all season long. So if your basil plants are exploding in your garden (and that’s a good problem to have), try these recipes. They prove that this lively herb should be used for so much more than a simple garnish. 

alive.com   71
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WITH CARE
If you don’t grow your own, purchase 
basil with lively, vibrant-looking leaves 
with no dark spots or signs of decay.

Herbal bouquet
Refrigeration can encourage the greens 
to turn black. Once home, the best way to keep fresh basil fresh is to trim the stems as you would roses, place them in a jar of cold water, and leave at room temperature away from direct sunlight. If you change 
the water daily, basil should stay fresh for at least five days. Besides, a bouquet of 
fresh cut basil makes your kitchen feel 
particularly summery. >>

IT’S              TIME! basil [ ]

handle 

12  AUGUST 2016
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We also sent writer Nikki Bayley on a foraging 

adventure. She tells us about the dos and don’ts  

of foraging. And she introduces us to a renowned  

chef whose claim to gastronomic fame is his winning 

way with foraged ingredients. 

To complete the foraging adventure, you can feast on 

some of recipe developer Allison Day’s wild food recipes.

If you’re up for more adventure, read all about 

summertime herbs—how to preserve, combine,  

and reuse them, and also how to benefit from their  

multitude of health benefits. Then try out our 

surprisingly tantalizing dessert recipes that  

incorporate some of your favourite herbs.

While you’re on your summer adventure, stop along 

the way for some paddleboarding fun (read all about 

this exhilarating sport with Michael Foston), and then 

top it all off with a strategically timed nap (a favourite 

pastime of writer Will Richter)!

SUMMER
ADVENTURE

E        veryone loves a treasure hunt. And that’s just what 

our senior designer and photographer Scott Yavis did 

with his family recently during a foraging adventure 

near his childhood home in northern Alberta. Their 

treasure? The marvelous morel!

Along with his niece and nephew (city kids from 

Edmonton), Scott and his parents hit the trails early for 

a chance to discover some hidden gems. The kids’ eyes 

lit up when they spied the first morel 20 metres into 

the treed treasure trove. 

“Despite the insane amount of dive-bombing 

mosquitoes, everyone chipped in and we rounded up 

enough morels for dinner—a beautiful bison roast,” 

says Scott. “It’s amazing what one day of treasure 

hunting will do for kids—it’s an experience they’ll  

never forget.”

Live big by going small 
I  Isabela Vera

OUSES 

84  JANUARY 2016
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Bigger is better, admonishes the age-old  adage. But when it comes to housing,  “big” can also mean constant maintenance, expense, and clutter. Inspired by a rising  disenchantment with housing-related  stress, tiny houses are spearheading an architectural and social revolution toward simpler, more sustainable living. 

HUMBLE BEGINNINGS
Tiny houses are usually defined as those measuring fewer than 400 square feet (37 square metres), and they can be either on wheels or on a foundation.“The basic premise of the tiny house movement is to live intentionally and simply,” says Anderson Page, lead builder and founder of Tiny House Crafters in Vermont. Page spent the spring of 2013 building his own tiny house, as featured in the documentary Living Small: Tiny House Documentary. He believes the far-reaching influence of the internet is inspiring a generation of creative thinkers to step out of the big shoes society often pressures us to fill. 
“I first started looking into tiny houses when I was laid off during the recession,” says Ryan Mitchell, owner and founder of thetinylife.com. “It was really new at the time; there wasn’t a lot about it out there, or many people writing or talking about them. My blog began gaining popularity very quickly.” 

LESS IS MORE
With the modern world’s constant emphasis on upgrading, downsizing can seem counterintuitive. However, by forgoing a large living space, tiny house owners can reduce their environmental impact and living expenses, while dedicating more time to activities that matter to them. 

Live more sustainably
A smaller home means a smaller carbon footprint.  Tiny homes can easily be built with sustainable materials, such as reclaimed wood and glass. Once  set up, they require far less energy to heat and cool than a typical home. 

Bang for your buck
It’s estimated that a quarter of Canadians are going beyond their affordability threshold—defined as  30 percent of household income—to cover housing costs. “The pendulum has swung too far in one direction— we work long hours to pay for a large home, where we then only have time to sleep,” says Mitchell.A tiny house can usually be purchased for  $30,000 to $50,000—significantly less than the hefty $439,144 price tag attached to the average Canadian home. For many, this can mean freedom from a  mortgage, and more financial resources to dedicate to other aspects of their lives.
“For me, moving into a tiny house was the catalyst to start checking off my bucket list,” says Mitchell. “Without the pressure of paying rent, I was able to travel; I wrote a book; I started a business.”

Peace of mind
By matter of necessity, having less space means owning less stuff. Paring down on non-essential material items—otherwise known as minimalism—can mean less clutter, less stress, and an enhanced sense of well-being. “Many people seem to enjoy the Zen of minimalist living,” says Page. “It can be challenging at first, but once you get a few miles away from all your ‘stuff,’ I bet you’ll forget you ever had it.”

lifestyle
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FEATURE

Amy Green is a PhD student in counselling psychology at the University of Calgary.

7 I SOCIAL WELLNESSA large body of research indicates that people who have more meaningful social relationships are healthier, happier, and even live longer. In other words, there  seems to be a reason we feel the desire to care for our loved ones, belong to clubs and teams, and socialize  with our friends. 
Throughout his career, Rickhi has found that, when it comes to what people really want to see changed in their lives, it isn’t about making more money or having more success—it’s about “the desire to be closer to family.” Although many realities of our modern world—more screen time, longer work weeks, and crammed schedules—don’t always lend themselves well to socializing, increasing our time with others is one of the most accessible and inexpensive health strategies available to us.

Tips for social wellness
Take time to foster your most meaningful relationships. Here are some suggestions.

Go for a walk with a friend Try leaving your cell phones at home!

Schedule in family dinners Not only does this ritual create connectedness amongst family members, but research shows that, for children and adolescents, it’s linked to healthier eating habits, higher academic achievement, and increased emotional well-being. a

6 I OCCUPATIONAL WELLNESSOccupational wellness involves the suitability of our work to our interests, skills, and values, and the fulfillment we gain from our professions. However, work does not only mean paid occupations—it also includes life roles (such as mother- or fatherhood), hobbies, or volunteer work. 
On average, Canadians spent 1,704 hours working in 2014. We’re also working later into life: the employment rate of those 55 and older increased by nearly 10 percent for men and nearly 13 percent for women between 1997 and 2010. With the amount of time we spend on the job, its no wonder occupational wellness is an important component of a healthy life.  

HERBAL AND NUTRITIONAL 
SUPPLEMENTS THAT 
SUPPORT WELLNESS
To optimize health, Calgary naturopath  Dr. Mary Knudsen recommends the following.
>  Eat a cup of dark green vegetables every day, and avoid refined sugar.
>  Take an omega-3 supplement from a clean fish source, which is essential for brain, cardiovascular, skin, joint, and hormone health. Omega-3 fatty acids also have an anti-inflammatory effect on the body.>  Add a B-complex supplement into your diet, which can be helpful for managing stress.

Tip for occupational wellnessA high level of work engagement—having an optimistic, dedicated, and energetic attitude—is linked to positive emotions and higher job performance. One way to increase work engagement is to focus on what you like about your career—no matter how small. We all have things we don’t like about our work, but staying positive about even one thing (a learning opportunity or a friendship with a co-worker) can help us handle the stressful parts more effectively.

“Go for a walk 
with a friend. Try 
leaving your cell 
phones at home.”

Deadlines.

alive magazine & thrive
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>  Tile ad: Desktop and mobile view requires 
300 X 250 pixels as a PNG, JPG, or GIF file.

>   Ads must be approved by alive, prior to 
publication, for content and design.

thrive is a digital peak into what’s coming in the next 
issue of alive magazine—delivered monthly to our retail 
partners’ inboxes. A valuable tool, thrive enables  
business owners to plan for inventory choices and 
make the most of their display and promotional  
materials. thrive also provides a wealth of valuable  
information designed to support our partners in a 
quickly evolving business environment.

SPECIAL Key Products Feature provides a preview  
of supplements and other products advertised in the  
coming month’s issue of alive magazine. The Key  
Products pages include a handy description of each 
item, with highlights and selling points, which  
enables business owners to plan for inventory  
choices and make the most of their display and  
promotional materials.

EXCLUSIVE Retailer Success Advice provides  
valuable, timely business advice on trends within  
the commercial side of the natural health industry  
designed to help natural health retailers plan and  
run their businesses successfully.

NEW Product Video Resources from alive Studios 
are easy tools to help broaden understanding and 
awareness of key natural products. The Video  
Resources are designed to help retail partners and  
their staff increase customer engagement and  
improve sales at their store. 

FREE Social Media Content from alive that retail  
partners can use to engage with both current and  
potential customers on social media. thrive makes  
it easy by providing monthly post suggestions that  
take the guesswork out of social. These posts then 
drive readers to our partner stores by inspiring  
healthier lifestyles.

thrive offers opportunities that ensure your 
brand message is received by retailers!

Key Product Feature
>  Free for full-page advertisers in alive,  

and $150 per feature for all others.

>  Each feature comes with a link of your  
choosing and your business phone number.

>  Additional links from your feature cost  
$100 each (maximum of 3 per product).

Tile Ads
Run-of-site tile ads are available  
in two pricing structures.

1. Full-page alive advertisers:  
$500 per static ad or $750 per animated ad

2. All others: $1,000 per static ad  
or $1,500 per animated ad

Video
>  thrive delivers your alive Studios videos  

directly to retailers.

>  Your videos can be delivered for just  
$350 when you purchase 3 or more  
per calendar year.

Company Profile
Tell your story directly to retailers through  
the Company Profile feature. It’s exclusive—  
just 1 Company Profile per issue!

thrive offers two options to tell your  
brand story in up to 750 words.
1. $2,500 and alive’s editorial team takes care of  
everything from interviews to your final approval

2. $1,500 and you write your own story to be  
delivered with thrive.

Retailer Spotlight
Your opportunity to say “thank you” to a cherished 
retailer by sponsoring a retailer success story in  
500 words. Know a retailer who wants their  
success story showcased across the industry?  
It’s just $1,000 when you submit the details, and  
we take care of the rest.

thrive

Rates.

Specs.
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728 x 90 (desktop)

300 x 250 
(desktop)

2

1

1
320 x 50 (mobile)

Your complete source for natural health and  
wellness

www.alive.com

 Lifestyle

This ever-changing platform showcases the best articles from alive magazine,  
exclusive digital articles on trending topics, and exciting product giveaways.  
Readers can also find fantastic video content from alive Studios, including  
delicious recipes and how-to ideas.

alive.com enjoys regular traffic. 
alive.com is much more than a one-stop shop. In addition to being a fun and  
engaging online read, we offer ways to keep readers returning to us for  
natural health knowledge and ideas. Some of these engaging options include  
using the site as a research tool and recipe finder.

Consumers trust alive.com as a research tool. 
The alive.com archives contain thousands of articles on everything imaginable  
in the world of natural health and wellness. Readers come back again and  
again to research specific topics and find their favourite past articles. 

The recipe database drives repeat web visits. 
Stumped for dinner ideas? Here, readers can search for a key ingredient and 
browse through the myriad healthy recipes that alive has produced over the 
years. This is also a terrific tool for readers looking to provide their families  
with vegetarian, vegan, or gluten-free fare.

alive.com

Join us online.
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+  MONTHLY VISITS* 
345,000+

Ad Units
>  A maximum of 7 ad units per placement may be submitted.

>   All ad units will launch a new browser window when clicked on.

Ad Content
>  Alive Publishing Group reserves the right to approve all advertising on alive.com.

>  alive.com will not advertise retail stores or multi-level companies;  
our advertising supports health food stores’ sales. Product pricing  
is not allowed.

>  Advertisements for therapeutic treatments must be licensed,  
scientifically proven methods (e.g., registered massage therapist,  
chiropractor, naturopathic physician, etc.).

Pricing and Payment
>   Pricing is subject to change without notice.

>  Prepayment is required for all first-time advertisers.  
Ads will not be posted until payment or credit approval is received.

>   Production charges for additional artwork are billed at $100 per hour.

1.  Banner ad (static)
DESKTOP VIEW: 728 x 90 pixels 
MOBILE VIEW: 320 x 50 pixels
$2,000/month

2.  Body ad (static/video)
DESKTOP AND MOBILE VIEW: 300 x 250 pixels 

>   static version: either as a PNG or JPG file  
(animated GIFs are okay). Please no PDFs. 

Static ad (GIF/JPG/PNG): 
$1,050/month

>  video version: an animated SWF file with all the  
elements in one movie clip attached to the stage  
and clickTAG set to link to the desired location

Video ad (SWF): 
$1,500/month

All pricing is based on a one-month  
commitment to the advertising space.

Advertising online. Terms & Conditions.

+ TIME ON SITE 
  2 minutes

+  MONTHLY PAGE VIEWS 
827,000+

*As of July 2016.

>  we accept JPG, PNG, and SWF file formats

>  maximum file size per animated file is 700KB 
>  label emails with ad name, publication month,  

and company name 

Specs.
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Corporate wellness meets natural health
alive@work is a digital boutique version of alive content 
designed to increase wellness in the workplace. It caters to 
companies looking to start or expand a corporate wellness 
program. Leading companies across North America provide 
this content directly to their employees and encourage 
engagement with each issue. Employees can access this 
natural health publication from anywhere, whether they  
are on a lunch break, commuting home, or relaxing on  
the weekend.

alive@work allows you to expand your advertising  
reach to a new audience in workplaces that are  
actively promoting natural health.

alive@work features:
>   customized content for employee wellness

>   monthly distribution to national corporate clients

>   your ad with click-thru to your website 

>   exclusive access to readers—just 5 ads per issue!

Healthy learning at work.

alive@work
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Body ad (static/video)
DESKTOP AND MOBILE VIEW: 300 x 250 pixels 

>   either as a PNG or JPG file. Please no PDFs.

>   ads must be approved by alive prior  
to publication for content and design

> 1x: $7,500 each
> 3x: $6,000 each
> 12x: $4,150 each

Ask your account executive for details or  
email advertise@alive.com for more information.

Advertisement

alive@work is … 
>  delivered 12 times a year

>  filled with bite-sized articles and quick tips

>  focused on employee wellness

>  fully optimized for mobile devices 

>  received by hundreds of corporations across North America

Advertising.
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600 x 120 ad space here

2017 PUBLICATIONS
January 3
January 17
January 31
February 14
February 28
March 14
March 28
April 11
April 25
May 9
May 23
June 13
June 27
July 11
July 25
August 8
August 22
September 12
September 26
October 10
October 24
November 7
November 21
December 5
December 19

Placing ads here enhances your visibility without 
the expense of building a list and creating content. 
Email marketing maintains a strong return on 
investment (ROI), even surpassing other channels. 
In fact, the ROI of email marketing (including ads in 
eNewsletters) has been shown to return $48.06 in 
revenue per dollar spent. Marketing through other 
internet channels has been shown to return just 
$19.94 per dollar spent. 

The alive eNewsletter is a trusted resource, 
driving open rates above industry averages. 
>  Average open rate for Health and  

Fitness eNewsletters: 22% 

>  Average open rate for  
Media and Publishing eNewsletters: 22%

>  Average open rate for Vitamin Supplements  
eNewsletters: 17%

>  Average open rate for the alive eNewsletter: 25%*

The alive eNewsletter features addictive  
content that maximizes click-throughs. 
>  Average click-through rate for  

Health and Fitness eNewsletters: 3%

>  Average click-through rate for  
Media and Publishing eNewsletters: 5%

>   Average click-through rate for  
Vitamin Supplements eNewsletters: 2%

>  Average click-through rate for  
the alive eNewsletter: 9%*

*based on 2016 open and click-through rates

Dates.

alive eNewsletter

opt-in promotions
>  Target alive eNewsletter subscribers  

that have opted in to receive direct  
communications from you.

>  Available only for special offers,  
coupons, discounts, and other  
giveaways that benefit the reader.

>  You  send us your creative.

>  alive sends out messages on your behalf.
 $1,125

>  600 x 120 pixels
>   Advertising in the alive eNewsletter includes  

a Rich Media Banner Box Ad linked to  
the URL of your company or product

$750

Ask your account executive about  
availability or email advertise@alive.com  
for more information.

+ SUBSCRIBERS 21,217*
*As of July 2016.

Building top-of-mind awareness 
Featuring current editorial topics, top  
trends, tips, and product features, the  
alive eNewsletter content is actionable  
and ideal for contest promotions, new  
product launches, and brand announcements.

FREQUENCY: bi-weekly

Advertising.
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MONTH AD RESERVATION DATE MATERIAL DUE

January November 21, 2016 December 9, 2016

February December 20, 2016 January 11, 2017

March January 17, 2017 February 7, 2017

April February 20, 2017 March 13, 2017

May March 16, 2017 April 6, 2017

June April 19, 2017 May 10, 2017

July May 19, 2017 June 12, 2017

August June 20, 2017 July 11, 2017

September July 20, 2017 August 11, 2017

October August 18, 2017 September 11, 2017

November September 19, 2017 October 11, 2017 

December October 19, 2017 November 9, 2017

Deadlines.

alive.com  •  alive@work  •  alive eNewsletter

Ads accepted via email  
at art@alive.com  
(less than 10MB), 
or on alive’s FTP site.

ftp.alive.com
username: alivemag
password: aliveart

Please place eNewsletter  
ads in the Newsletter folder  
on alive’s FTP.
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>  Shoppers who viewed video were 174% more  
likely to purchase than viewers who did not.  
Source: Retail Touchpoints Channel Innovation Awards

>  Enjoyment of video ads increases purchase intent  
by 97% and brand association by 139%.  
Source: Unruly

>  90% of information transmitted to the brain is visual, and  
visuals are processed 60,000X faster in the brain than text.  
Sources: 3M Corporation and Zabisco

alive Studios produces videos that help you  
make more sales with retailers and the digital  
platforms they use with consumers. 

For next-generation marketers, we provide  
turn-key production video and distribution  
services backed by a team of professionals  
and roster of on-air personalities.

Services include:
>  product explanation videos

>  training videos for staff

>  corporate or brand explanation videos

>  social media videos and campaign management

>  educational videos

>  recipes and how-to videos

>  brand ambassador relationships  
and representation

>    digital content distribution with select retailers ... 
... and so much more!

Rates.

alive Studios

Rates start at $1,500 for product videos.  

Visit studios.alive.com or  
call 416-903-3877 to get started today.

Stats.
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In close partnership with Canada’s top national market research companies, 
alive Research produces exclusive insights into the true natural product 
buying patterns of Canadians across the country. It also reveals the grass-
roots future of natural health as determined by consumers, natural health 
retailers, and product manufacturers.

Key successes
>  Navigating Natural Health in Canada 2010 (alive and Angus Reid)  

filled the urgent gap in market research about the natural health  
industry in Canada.

>  Navigating Natural Health in Canada 2012 (alive and Vision Critical) acted  
as a follow-up to our 2010 study to see how the industry changes over 
time, and it answered the key questions, “Who is the natural health  
consumer?” and “What are the best opportunities for retailers and  
brands to successfully navigate natural health in Canada?”

>  Understanding the Independent Natural Health Retailer 2015  
(alive Listens and Vision Critical) was released exclusively at  
the alive Executive Summit, May 5 to 8, 2015, in Vancouver, BC.

The alive Academy provides world-class education for the  
healthy mind. Our unique expertise and access to the latest  
research means our courses are always up to date. 

Key facts
>  4 accredited diploma programs 

>  9 certificate courses

>  24 years of educating readers,  
consumers, and retailers

>  6,000+ students worldwide

Unparalleled flexibility 
Distance learning gives students 
the opportunity to fit their  
education around their busy  
schedules and complete the  
programs within their own time.  
For businesses that would like  
to further educate their staff  
members, this makes learning  
easy and convenient, without  
the need to take time out of staff 
members’ busy work schedules.

24/7 connectivity 
Our Online Learning Centre allows  
students to remain connected with  
us. Our students are regularly  
contacted to ensure that they are  
on track, and they are provided with 
student assessments that report  
their progress throughout their  
learning. We also have an active 
student forum on Facebook, where 
students can easily connect with  
each other.

Affordable pricing 
Our goal is to inspire as many people 
as possible to be as passionate as  
we are about natural health, nutrition, 
and wellness. With that in mind, we 
provide several payment options to  
suit our students’ individual needs. 

alive Academy alive Research

SPORTS & FITNESS NUTRITION
3rd edition

NUTRITION: STUDIES & APPLICATIONS NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES NUTRITIONAL CONSULTING

NATURAL PRODUCT ADVISORNATURAL HEALTH FUNDAMENTALS HERBS FOR HEALTH ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY
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alive Listens is our state-of-the-art consumer panel powered by  
Vision Critical. The panel is made up of everyday natural health  
advocates who volunteer their time to be part of this hugely  
influential body of people. Advocates are asked to participate in  
surveys roughly once a month and to provide their opinions on  
a wide variety of topics and initiatives.  

Involve us in your new product labels, marketing plans,  
product development, and launches!

Key facts
>  1,300+ dedicated panelists

>  36% average survey open rate

>  33% average survey completion rate

A world of opportunities for your research needs!  
alive Listens can help you …
>  get deeper insights 

>    reach current and potential customers

>   receive immediate and ongoing results & stats

>   foresee trends, challenges, and opportunities

>  give your customers a voice

>  make key business decisions 

>  tap into the immediate pulse of the  
natural health industry

>  stay on top of your game and ahead of the curve alive Listens …
>   is a state-of-the-art research tool

>  is flexible: follow up with questions and ask for feedback

>  uses creative, engaging, and interactive question formats

>  draws from an engaged panel of natural health enthusiasts

>  gets accurate, detailed results

>  saves you time and money on hiring your own research agency 

alive Listens

Rates.
$2500 for your own survey.
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The annual alive Awards promote and recognize outstanding  
product innovation while enhancing the credibility of natural  
health products. Since 1993, these prestigious gold, silver, and  
bronze awards have been presented to manufacturers of the  
best products in a variety of natural health categories. 

For more information about the 2017 alive Awards,  
please contact awards@alive.com. 

The alive Executive Summit brings together top-level decision  
makers to discuss the growing future of natural health in Canada  
and around the world. Executives discuss how to take their  
businesses to the next level, and how the future of natural health  
will unfold to the benefit of all stakeholders. 

Unparalleled networking with like-minded individuals and an  
unmatched opportunity to discuss key growth moves and  
strategies will help you design, develop, and plan your business  
to be well positioned for the future. 

This Executive Summit will appeal to retailers, wholesalers,  
distributors, manufacturers, and other businesses that  
operate in the natural health industry. 

alive Awards alive Executive Summit
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Retailers’ Choice
WINNERS 2015

CHILDREN’S PRODUCTS

GOLD
FloraBABY 
RENEW LIFE CANADA 

SILVER-TIE
Camilia 
HOMEOCAN

MadeGood Granola Minis—Chocolate BananaRIVERSIDE NATURAL FOODS LTD

BRONZE-TIE
Progressive Perfect Probiotic for Kids BODY PLUS 

U-Cubes Kids Gummy Multivitamins
SISU

DETOX PRODUCTS

GOLD
Herbal D-tox— 
Wild Rose 
TROPHIC CANADA

SILVER-TIE
greens+ Daily Detox
GENUINE HEALTH 

Flor•Essence® Herbal CleanseFLORA MANUFACTURING & DISTRIBUTING LTD 
BRONZE
Rapid Cleanse  
RENEW LIFE CANADA

DIGESTIVE HEALTH

GOLD
Bio-K Plus Probiotic
BIO-K PLUS  
INTERNATIONAL INC 

SILVER
Ultimate Flora Critical Care RENEW LIFE CANADA 

BRONZE
Dr. Ohhira’s Probiotics  
BOTANICA

FITNESS & WEIGHT  
MANAGEMENT 

GOLD
Progressive  
VegEssential All in One  
BODY PLUS

SILVER
Vega Sport Pre-Workout Energizer VEGA

BRONZE
Vega Sport Performance Protein 
VEGA

FUNCTIONAL FOODS

GOLD
fermented whole  
body NUTRITION  
with greens+
GENUINE HEALTH 

SILVER
RAW Meal—Garden of Life
TROPHIC CANADA

BRONZE
100% Raw Manuka Honey  
KFactor 16  
WEDDERSPOON 

HEALTHY OILS &  
ESSENTIAL FATTY ACIDS

GOLD
Key Lime  
Omegalicious 
BOTANICA 

SILVER
NutraSea Chocolate 
ASCENTA HEALTH 

BRONZE
Norwegian Gold Super  
Critical Omega 
RENEW LIFE CANADA

HERBAL PRODUCTS 

GOLD
Turmeric Liquid  
Phytocaps  
BOTANICA

SILVER-TIE
Oil of Oregano 
JOY OF THE MOUNTAINS 

CleanseSMART
RENEW LIFE CANADA 

BRONZE-TIE
Eco-Max Natural Lavender Laundry Wash PRISM CARE CORPORATION 
Kyolic Aged Garlic Extract
PURITY LIFE HEALTH PRODUCTS LP

HOMEOPATHY  
PRODUCTS

GOLD
Traumacare
HOMEOCAN

SILVER
Oscillococcinum 
BOIRON

BRONZE
Arnicare Gel 
BOIRON

Who knows natural health products better than the experts who sell them? We asked store retailers to share their favourite products, too. 

About 58 percent of 
Canadians buy organic 
groceries each week. 
Canada is the fourth largest market in the world for 
organic goods, so it makes sense that most of the 
products featured in the alive Awards are organic (and in many cases 
non-GMO and fair trade). 

>>
DID YOU

KNOW?

 

2015 GOLD WINNER

THE WINNING 
COMBINATION 
for  
Kaizen Natural 
Proteins 

Congratulations to The Winning Combination, this year's winner for Consumers’ Choice Fitness & Weight Management!

Consumers’ ChoiceFitness & Weight Management

Visit alive.com/awards  to see more WINNERS
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GOLD
Teething Necklace
PURE HAZELWOOD 

Inspired by a First Nations 

tradition, Pure Hazelwood 

products are handcrafted 

with 100 percent natural 

hazel wood and meant for 

the whole family. Rich in antioxidant and anti-inflammatory molecules, 

hazel wood helps relieve or soothe teething pain, colic, skin problems, 

digestive disorders, joint pain, mouth sores, and more!

SILVER
MadeGood Granola Minis—

Chocolate Banana 
RIVERSIDE NATURAL FOODS LTD

BRONZE
Camilia 
BOIRON

DIGESTIVE HEALTH

GOLD 
Bio-K Plus Probiotic
BIO-K PLUS INTERNATIONAL INC

Bio-K Plus Probiotic is the brain food 

to ensure that your digestive engine is 

running at maximum. It is a safe and 

gentle way to help replenish the balance 

of good bacteria in the intestines and to 

support the immune system for a better, 

lighter, and more energized you.

DETOX PRODUCTS

GOLD
greens+ daily detox 
GENUINE HEALTH 

greens+ Daily Detox offers full body 

detoxification support without the 

harshness of herbal cleansers. It contains 

a full serving of research-proven greens+, 

plus all-natural cleansing ingredients that 

help to support and cleanse the liver, 

skin, kidneys, and GI tract. This gives 

you noticeable health benefits, including 

improved skin, mood, and mental clarity.

SILVER
Kaizen 7 Day  
Cleanse 
THE WINNING  

COMBINATION

BRONZE
Flor•Essence®  

Herbal Cleanse 
FLORA MANUFACTURING  

& DISTRIBUTING LTD 

HERBAL PRODUCTS

GOLD
Oil of Oregano
JOY OF THE MOUNTAINS 

This is the award-winning, premium 

quality Oil of Oregano that works. It’s 100 

percent certified organic, with meticulous 

quality assurances. Joy of the Mountains 

was shown to be more effective than 

other brands in an independent antiviral 

study. Joy of the Mountains is a BC family 

business that spares no expense to 

create the very best.

GOLD 
Kaizen Natural Proteins

THE WINNING COMBINATION  

Kaizen offers some of the 

purest, cleanest, back-to-

nature protein in the world’s 

first compostable bottle, 

taking eco-friendly to a 

whole new level. Kaizen 

Natural Proteins are free of 

hormones, antibiotics, heavy 

metals, herbicides, and pesticides. Available in whey and vegan formulas, 

they’re non-GMO and gluten free, with no artificial flavours or sweeteners. 

SILVER
Eco-Max Natural 

Lavender 
Laundry Wash 
PRISM CARE 

CORPORATION  

SILVER
SoLo GI 
Energy Bars
SOLO GI 
NUTRITION 

BRONZE
Turmeric 
Liquid 
Phytocaps  
BOTANICA

BRONZE
Progressive 
VegEssential 
All in One
BODY PLUS  

BRONZE
100% Raw 
Manuka Honey 

KFactor 16
WEDDERSPOON

>>

HEALTHY OILS & EFAs

GOLD
Award-winning 

fair trade DME™ 

Coconut Oil 
ALPHA HEALTH  

PRODUCTS LTD. 

Pressed within 90 

minutes of husking 

the nut from 

wild-crafted organic 

coconuts, Alpha’s award-winning fair trade DME™ Coconut Oil is the 

freshest virgin organic coconut oil you can buy. It is the only coconut oil 

sold in Canada that’s made in a way so everyone in the value chain 

earns a reasonable income. 

SILVER
Udo’s Oil™  
3 -6 -9 Blend
FLORA MANUFACTURING 

& DISTRIBUTING LTD 

BRONZE
NutraSea 
Chocolate
ASCENTA HEALTH 

SILVER
Salba Chia 
Whole  
Seeds
SALBA CHIA 

This is where health-

conscious consumers 

have their voices 
heard. Thousands of 

shoppers voted 
online at alive.com 
for their must-have 
natural products.

SILVER
Ultimate Flora 
Critical Care
RENEW LIFE 

CANADA

BRONZE
Udo’s Choice® 
Super 8 Probiotic 
FLORA MANUFACTURING 

& DISTRIBUTING LTD

GOLD
ProactivChia  
PRANA BIOVEGAN INC 

Flourish from within with 

ProactivChia, PRANA’s exclusive blend 

of probiotics and organic chia seeds. 

This organic, gluten-free, and non-

GMO whole food is the fusion of two 

beneficial foods, a perfect product for 

busy mornings. Get all the goodness 

of chia combined with 4 billion live 

probiotics per serving.

Consumers’ Choice
2015WINNERS

CHILDREN’S PRODUCTS
FITNESS & WEIGHT MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONAL FOODS

For more than 20 years, the 

alive Awards have asked: 

what are your favourite 

natural, healthy, and  

eco-friendly products?  

After thousands of votes 

from alive readers and  

store retailers, we have  

the answer for 2015. Here  

are the amazing products  

you’ve chosen as winners. >>

AWARDS

PRODUCTS

OF THE

YOUR

FAVOURITE

YEAR
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sage magazine introduces families across 
Canada to accessible wellness and inspires 
them to pursue a more natural way of living. 
It is distributed through supermarket giant 
Loblaw, meaning it taps into a brand-new 
consumer base that is primed to purchase 
natural health products. 

>  found in the Natural Values section and  
other strategic locations in Loblaw stores 

>   brings natural living ideas to a  
mass audience

>  reaches families who may not have  
considered natural health before

>  provides easy-to-understand natural  
health information and articles  
from a trusted source

>  published 10 times a year

Those interested in sage … 
>  are predominantly females  

from 30 to 55 years of age 

>  have household incomes of $85,000

>  are from households with  
3 or more individuals

>   are the principal grocery shoppers  
for their households

>  are more likely to use herbal remedies

Total Loblaw distribution points: 815
Total distribution: 140,000 

Ask your account executive for details or  
email sage@alive.com for more information.

SEPT 2016
ISSU

E 20
*

A DAY AT FOREST SCHOOL

Omega-3 never tasted so good.

Great-tasting, ultra-pure 
omega-3 for the whole family.

Learn more at:

SEPT 2016 ISSUE 20*

A DAY AT 
FOREST SCHOOL

HOW TO WRITE A NATURE PRESCRIPTION

NUT ALLERGY? TRY OUR SEED RECIPES

WHY A WALK IN THE WOODS MIGHT SAVE YOU

COMPLIMENTARY

20 sage p01 cover.indd   1 2016-07-28   1:52 PM

44

The steps 
that 

save you

How walking protects 
your body and mind 

WORDS BY BEATRICE EKWA EKOKO

20 sage p44-49 walking.indd   44 2016-07-28   2:13 PM

sage

30 31

THE 
DANGERS 

OF 
ARMCHAIR 

TRAVEL
Binge-watching lets us escape 

… but at what cost?

WORDS BY COLLEEN GRANT

URN ON DOWNTON ABBEY, AND you’re 
immediately transported to a sprawling 
estate in England during the last century. Start 

streaming House of Cards, and you’re whisked to 
Washington, DC, and the halls of power. With high 
production value, scintillating scripts and entire 
seasons being dropped at one time, it’s so easy to just 
click “Next Episode” again and again.

45

20 sage p44-49 walking.indd   45 2016-07-28   2:13 PM
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Distributed by prominent health food retailers across  
the US, alive USA is a game-changing magazine geared  
to the conscious consumer.  

The articles featured in alive USA provide  
cutting-edge insights into …
>    next-level health and fitness

>   plant-based food and recipes 

>   eco-conscious culture and tech

Plus, our pages are packed with inspiring stories from the 
most influential movers and shakers of our time: visionaries, 
athletes, and social entrepreneurs who are pushing the  
boundaries of what’s possible in the areas of health,  
sustainability, and sports. 

Key facts
>   Circulation: 300,000 copies
>   Frequency: quarterly
>   Locations: 450+ retail points across the US

alive USA
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call: 1.800.663.6580
email: advertise@alive.com
visit: alive.com/advertise

HQ: Richmond, BC.

apg.alive.com


